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Don’t Do It
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More Photos from the
Rural Rugeley Road
Run
I mentioned in the main
magazine that Brian Amies, who
took on the run organisation,
despite not being a member,
might consider to join us. I must
apologise, as he had already
joined at the beginning of
September. He joined via our
web site but this information did
not get through. We are now in
the process of improving the set
up to prevent any future errors.
Sorry Brian, and welcome.
Geoff
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“ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE”
A Christmas motorcycling Yarn, By Arthur Dobson 1910.
MILLICENT surveyed our anxious faces half tenderly, half quizzingly. A
double proposal falls to the lot of few girls, and Jack Hammond and myself
had just offered her our hands and hearts and motor bicycles, simultaneously.
We had been pals for years past. Each of us simultaneously noticed the other
growing strangely quiet, developing a liking for lonely walks in the
moonlight, and a habit of sitting silently gazing into the fire.
We began by rallying each other; proceeded to mutual confidences, and ended
with the astonishing discovery that it was Millicent Anstice who had
captivated us both.
At first, we talked of tossing up for the first pop. The more we thought of it,
the less we liked it. Jack, of course, fondly imagined the possession of an 8
h.p. BAT rendered him irresistible, in spite of his dumpy stature and his
measly little yellow moustache.
I was secretly convinced that no really nice girl could overlook my natural
attractions, reinforced by the ownership of a trim little T.T. Triumph. After
all, the first proffer of a male heart must be fraught with a certain glamour,
even for so sensible a girl as Millicent; and it might be a case of first come,
first served. When, therefore, Papa Anstice asked us both down to his
Yorkshire estate for the partridge shooting, we agreed to propose
simultaneously.
"You ridiculous boys," said Millicent at length; "you're very jolly pals, but
I'm not at all sure I want to marry either of you, and I certainly can't marry
you both at once. I must have time. Here's a sporting offer. Mother's
giving a dance on Christmas Eve. Both of you start from the Marble Arch at
nine o'clock that morning, and race up here. Then I'll see what the winner
has to say in his own favour! " Hammond and I stared at each other
lugubriously. ’Anstice Manor is exactly 210 miles from town. What |a ride for
Christmas Eve! Sure to be raining. Probably 'snowing and freezing as well.
Beastly cold, anyway! and racing at that! Filthy mess we should be in! We
began to object vigorously, but Millicent's pretty little mouth was as tight as
Collier's belt in the T.T. as she rose with a decisive sweep of her silken skirt.
She was deaf to my frenzied suggestion that the big twin ought to give me
two hours start over a fairly flat straightaway course; and we went up to town
that week-end prepared to begin the record tune-up of our motor cycling
lives.
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Christmas Eve dawned dry but frosty. 8.55 a.m. found Hammond and me at
the Marble Arch, furred and muffled to the ears. We cast sly glances at each
other's mounts. My trusty single was shod with rubber-studded treads in case
of snow, and Hammond had been equally cute. Gone were the steel studs he
usually swears by. Two spare belts were strapped to his carrier stays; but joy!
His machine boasted only a single generator, perched high up on his
handlebar, where it would be sure to freeze. I, with superior acumen, carried a
couple, mounted on a special bracket close behind the cylinder, where they
would keep nice and warm.
Big Ben boomed out the first stroke of nine; we shook hands, gave our
respective mounts a mighty heave, and we were off, on the sternest race in the
annals of the sport.
Hammond showed a lordly contempt for speed limits both in Regent's Park
and elsewhere, and as his big twin traversed half a street at each pop of the
engine, he was soon out of sight. I caught him on Finchley Hill, where he got
shut in by the traffic, and with his smooth-soled boots could not get a footing
to restart on the slimy surface.
I made the most of my vantage; my nimble little jigger, with its pulley
screwed down, popped in and out of the traffic over the grease in perfect
safety, and I was soon clear of London. Leaving Barnet I hopped off, screwed
up the pulley, and slipped in a longer fastener link. Then down went my nose
on the lamp bracket, and the speedometer needle tried to creep right round the
dial past 60 back to zero.
But, alas! As I shot up Digswell all out, there was a fearful bellow astern, and
the road-eating twin roared past me with its cut-out open, and was lost to
view.
The road was sprinkled with a thin covering of snow, frozen hard in little
ripples, and though my rubber studs gripped like bulldogs, it was impossible
to keep the throttle wide open for long even on the straights, for the staunch
little jigger bounded off the hard surface like a springbok, and the vibration
from the icy potholes was intolerable at speed.
Soon an ache in my back compelled me to slow down a little, and I comforted
myself with the thought that the big Bat could not snatch the full advantage of
its extra power. But mile after mile was reeled off, and never a sign of my
rival did I see, barring here and there the scar of its studded tracks across a
puddle, where the sun had melted the case-hardening of the frost. There was
nothing for it but to keep plugging away, and this I did with such
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determination that I foolishly forgot to fill up with petrol at Stamford.
Presently a cold fear gripped my marrow, and peeping down through the filler
cap hole I saw the supply was low indeed. Back came the throttle lever, and I
trickled quite modestly into Colsterworth. Leaping off at the garage, I yelled
frenziedly for the precious fluid.
“Very sorry, sir, haven't a drop left. The supply lorry broke down coming
from Grantham last night, and a gent on a motor bicycle bought my last eight
cans half an hour ago. Rummy bloke he was, too. His tank only took one can,
and he poured the other seven down the drain."
That slim fiend, Hammond! I raved, and almost wept, yelled for paraffin,
benzoline, beer, brandy, anything spirituous, when suddenly a big car swept
up from Stamford way. Waving my arms madly in the middle of the road, I
stopped it, and its fur-clad chauffeur soon unstrapped a spare can and filled
my tank.
After this delay, I mocked at vibration. Careless whether the machine fell in
half or not, I flung the throttle wide open, and jammed the spark lever right
forward; then I flattened my back close down along the tank top, and the little
Triumph fled northwards into the gathering gloom faster than it had ever
travelled before.
Yet never a sign of the monstrous BAT did I see, save here and there its
odious track athwart a sun-thawed puddle. Doncaster was reached and passed,
and a few miles north of Pontefract, I turned west into the by-roads for
Anstice Manor, and here I had to light up. My big lamp burst into blinding
glare at the first touch of the match, and the water in both generators felt
nicely warm. Here, if ever, was my chance. I knew the roads, and Hammond
did not; he had one cold generator, and I had two warm ones. The snow got
deeper and deeper as I penetrated further and further into the north-west. My
pace gradually fell off, for the walls of the deep ruts were frozen hard as
forged steel, and a steering wobble would mean a bad smash. Here and there,
I could put on pace where the road was wider, though the jigger bucked badly
over the frozen hoof-marks. The snow and gloom transformed the appearance
of each turning; several times, I had to dismount to verify a signpost; and all
along the loathsome spotted track of the BAT's tyres was apparent until at last
I missed them—I was lost!
Presently a signpost pointed to Pudlington, which I knew was on my right
road; I took the indicated turn, raced down it, and struck the right road again
at a place where four ways met. Bliss! There beneath the signpost, on a patch
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of snow-clad turf, stood Hammond, with his BAT propped up on its stand,
disconsolately nursing a frozen generator!
I lifted the valve and dropped my feet.
"Hope your eight cans of petrol aren't finished?” I asked venomously.
"I give you best, old man!” he replied moodily. "Go in and win! But I'll cut
you out to-morrow, whatever she says to-night! “I hitched my leg off the
saddle, and began to run my machine along.
"Whoa, Dobson," he shouted, slapping his arms across his chest. “I’m frozen
to the bone; my beastly generator's split open by the ice; take me in to Anstice
on your carrier."
“Never!” I said firmly. “You played the sneak over that petrol, and I'll wish
you a pleasant evening!
"Same to you," he said sourly, and remounting I went on at quite a rational
pace, sure of victory.
But in a mile or so, my heart smote me. Jack must be beastly cold, sitting
under that lonely signpost, and there was no inn within miles, while at that
late hour a passing vehicle was a very remote possibility. I slowed down,
turned round, and went back. Surely, I should be doubly victor if I brought
him in on my carrier.
As I neared the crossroads, my lamp's white glare illumined a curious
spectacle. The signpost looked curiously maimed with only two arms
silhouetted against the background of frozen snow, and beneath it stood
Hammond, looking very disconcerted, with the missing arms of the signpost
in his hands !
When the mean beast stopped at the crossroads to light up, he found his
generator useless, and noticing that the arms of the signpost were loose, he
had swopped two of them over, and tricked me into taking the wrong road!
I wasted no words on him.
"Push me off, and jump up!” I said curtly; and we took the other road.
"You silly boy! " murmured Millicent, an hour or two later. "As if I didn't
know you would beat Mr. Hammond! And if you hadn't, I've been meaning to
marry you for months and months and months! "
If you ever rode that far in such conditions, in search of love, please send
us your tale. You can remain anonymous.
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More
photos from
The
Leicester
Lanes Run
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Editor Lets Loose Vials of Wrath Tinctured with Humour— He suggests
an "Open Season" for shooting. The Bicycling World and Motorcycle
Review July 1909
Peevish and ill-natured things have been said about motorcycles and their
riders at various times and places, but all records for torrid language and riproaring execration, combined with whimsical exaggeration, must be credited
to the editor of the Rushville (Ind.) Republican, who, suffering an acute rush
of gas to the head, in big headlines proposes "An Open Season to Shoot
Motor Cyclists." The ordinary rider will be astonished to learn how he
sometimes appears to some of the non-riders, but the Rushville view is so
rich in humour and original expression as to quell whatever anger might rise
in the motorcyclist’s breast at the same sentiments otherwise expressed. The
scorching blast is let loose as follows:
"Many a man's heart would jump up against his Adam's apple in wild delight
if it came to pass that it would be legal to shoot, kill, cripple or otherwise
injure motorcyclists. They make an otherwise tolerant world a place of
unending torture for many people. And if the sentiment keeps growing
against them, it is not at all unlikely that the game warden will be called
upon to frame a law and Governor Marshall asked that a law, with an
emergency clause be enacted, and a time fixed for an open season of
shooting at them.
"They come upon one like a bat out of hell, and whiz by, unnerving the
ordinary man for the remainder of the day. They dodge in and out of crowds
and dart between two men whenever they find them holding a conversation
in the street, and are out of sight before you can get their number, or even
discern whether they are human beings or gliding meteors that have just
struck the earth. The peculiar species of motorcyclists found in America
seem to have a passion for riding in the downtown crowded streets. You
hardly ever see one out in an open field or in a country lane running his
blame machine where he ought to be compelled to stay. They play tag with
streetcars and big autos and see how high they can string the nerves of
motormen and chauffeurs.
If an open season is declared it is doubtful if one who is not a crack shot,
could hit one of them with a shotgun. About the best thing found to hit them
with is a streetcar. Another good plan adopted by an ingenious chap is to go
around the city and remove all the red lanterns near trenches. In this manner,
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you can catch a good many in one night. The only impractical and
unfortunate thing about this plan is that you often bag other game such as
horses and buggies and motor cars.
"It is impossible to get a line on how fast they run. They are gone before you
can think of such a thing. Some of them are getting the women to back them
up, and often a woman can be found right at their back. All of them dress in
soldier uniform, wearing a khaki dress, and in case you uncycle them, they
are probably ready to do battle on foot. They never go anywhere in
particular. If they did, one could partially excuse them. But they snort
around, throwing a burnt gasolene odour in your face and causing your
eardrums to beat a merry tattoo, from that Gatling gun effect they use which
sounds like the crack of doom. The mere fact that they are not going any
place is reason enough for stopping them. They circle about like a hawk or
buzzard, the carrion being where the most people are collected. If you ever
saw one delivering a pack-age anywhere, you would have a little sympathy
for them. But no, they could not round the corners with that 45-degree angle
they employ, if they had pack-ages aboard. The only redeeming feature
about them is that they certainly must give the rider's liver a good shaking
up: both the rider's liver and the pedestrians they strike.
"The situation is critical. Here we have our horses broken not to scare at
inter-urban cars and automobiles when this new pest and plague is visited
upon us. Farmers' horses not only scare but there have been cases noted
where the farmers themselves became frightened, jumped out of their rigs
and ran like mad across fields and through woods. A five weeks old lamb
has been known to drop dead on seeing one of them tear along the road. In
the neighbourhoods where the owners of motorcycles live, will be found
strife and friction. It seems that every owner of one of the demonic,
daredevil devices insists on getting it out early in the morning. Then they are
up with the sun to spend the remainder of the day tearing around.
"When they start it sounds like the Fourth of July in Boston. As a result, it
awakens everybody, dogs start barking, soot falls down the chimneys, the
foundations rock and the graves are almost ready to give up their dead. It
causes many people then to be in an ill humour the remainder of the day.
"By all means let us have an open season for shooting at them before our
very nation is rent asunder. We can get decoys from clothing stores and
stand them about like a group of men talking in the street; in this wise we
may get a few good shots in a day and may be able to bag a few of them. But
it will be found that they are as hard to exterminate as the English sparrow."
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STAFFORD APRIL SHOW
25/26th April 2020

Bikes needed for our stand
Contact Ann Davy, Tel 01283 820563
email p.davy750@btinternet.com
Bikes must be delivered, late am or pm Friday 24th
April,then collected 5pm ish on Sunday 26th April.
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Book Reviews 201 Ian Kerr MBE
Triumph 350/500 Unit Construction Twins Bible 1957 –
1974
Latest in the ‘Bible’ series by renowned automotive publisher Veloce is a
softbound work on the Triumph 350 and 500 unit construction twins made by
Meriden between 1957 and 1974. Although the primary author is shown as
Peter Henshaw (who has written many other titles for the west-country
publisher), the details and research has come from Justin Harvey-James who
has spent the last ten years gathering the information and who is rightfully
shown as the co-author.
Although there have been other works that have included information on the
numerous models covered in the 160 pages, this latest work is described as
the ‘most comprehensive book on these models’ to date. Certainly as you
work your way through the five chapters before coming to one of the most
comprehensive appendices of any book I have ever seen, it is hard to argue
with the publisher’s blurb.
The smaller twins are often ignored, as riders and collectors seek out the
larger capacity twins and triples which seem more glamorous, but these
smaller, lighter machines have all the style of their larger siblings and provide
just as much riding pleasure - I know as I have one in the garage. Another
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bonus is that they are often a lot cheaper to buy and run, and they really did
play a key role in the success of Triumph in the world’s markets, especially in
the USA.
In case you need reminding, the comprehensive range started with the
original 350cc 3TA - basically a mild mannered tourer - and finished with the
Daytona Tiger 500 (a modified version of which won the Daytona 500 race in
1967), and the TR5T trail bike. All of the history of the bikes that appeared in
the 17 years the range existed are covered with details of model variants,
advice on buying and living with a Triumph 350/500, technical
specifications, and a list of useful contacts at the rear.
No book on the British motorcycle industry would be complete without a
chapter detailing what might have been if management had allowed the
engineers to productionise various ‘concept’ or replacement models that
sadly never made it to the dealerships. So the BSA Fury/Triumph Bandit
concept is covered and there is an interesting chapter, based on an interview
with the late John Nelson (ex-Triumph Service Manager) detailing exactly
how the Meriden factory operated.
Although not as comprehensive as his descriptions in his own works on the
subject, he explains how a bike made it from concept, through to design, the
materials chosen, and their acquisition right through to a machine’s
production. He also explains the marketing process - and even the packing
and delivery to a dealer. What is most interesting is how the engine and
frames got their numbers and helps explain the apparent lack of
sophistication of these that can be seen when examining a machine for
authenticity.
Nicely laid out, the book is liberally spread with period images, advertising
brochures, and quotes from magazine road tests of the relevant period, which
again all help with any restoration or research. This book will without doubt
allow somebody to very accurately restore a bike to factory specification, but
it is not in anyway a workshop, or restoration manual.
Despite majoring on the history of the bikes, there are also plenty of hints and
tips for maintaining and modifying the bikes today at the rear. The
specifications and information contained will allow you to accurately date
and identify one of these models, making it a ‘must have’ for the owner.
However, like most of these works, it is also a fascinating trek through
history and a general good read; a quality publication and well worth the
£27.50 cover price for any enthusiast. ISBN 978-1-845849-03-0
Available from all good bookshops or direct from the publishers Veloce at
www.veloce.co.uk
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The Norton Commando Bible – All models 1968 to 1978
The Norton Commando - in both 750 and 850 versions - is gaining popularity
(and price) in classic circles, thanks to its all-round usability, although it has
always had solid following with some owners having kept them from new. It
is a bike that eschews all the joys of classic ownership with few of the hassles
-thanks to the strong spares back-up that exists and modern modifications
that allow it to still to cover high mileages as well as drifting around the leafy
lanes.
So, it is not surprising that Veloce Publishing has added it to its ‘Bible’ series
and commissioned well-known motorcycle author Peter Henshaw to produce
a comprehensive guide to the Norton Commando’s year-by-year evolution
and to produce a work to enable owners and prospective owners to be able to
ensure a bike’s authenticity. As with all the Veloce works the ‘devil is in the
detail’ as the author looks at both the 750 and 850 versions in some depth,
along with the race bikes which once dominated the UK scene.
The quality hardback covers the all aspects of the bike, traces its antecedents,
development, and year-by-year production changes, including the turbulent
story of the company that built it, bringing the story right up to the present
day. However, it obviously stops short of getting into the new Norton 961,
although Kenny Dreer’s ill-fated model is mentioned.
As with all in the series it includes expert advice on owning and maintaining
these iconic bikes, as well as information on clubs, websites and spares,
tapping into a wealth of knowledge from experts who are still involved in
keeping them on the road and track. In fact, as you read through the 144
pages you realise what a good job the author has done in contacting many of
the people involved in the development and the marketing of it - like Mike
Jackson who was Norton Sales Director at the time.
Moreover, thanks to the many people who were part of its development
freely giving their time and memories (not to mention access to private
archives), this book can been taken as the definitive work on the Commando.
It is liberally spread with period images and marketing material, which I must
confess encouraged me to buy one at the time – my first new motorcycle!
As one would expect, there are comprehensive appendices of facts, figures,
contacts, and technical specifications etc. at the rear which are worth the
£35.00 cover price on their own.
It is tempting to say that this is only for those interested in buying and
owning one of these iconic models, but the reality is, it is a walk down the
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final years of what was left of the British motorcycle industry and an insight
into it.
And if you are like me - somebody who was reading the press and visiting
dealers to see the bike in the flesh and getting brochures to drool over - it is a
trip down memory lane and therefore it is a book for everyone of the same
era, or those to whom history is important. Highly recommended!
ISBN: 978-1-78711-006-9
The Triumph Tiger Cub Bible
Often the press releases list a new book as the ‘definitive guide’ and while it
may be debatable in some instances, ‘ultimate reference source’ in the case of
the Triumph Tiger Cub Motorcycle Bible it is a true statement. Turning to the
rear pages you find over 80 pages of Appendices which include useful images of each of the many variants, and I cannot think of another work on my
bookshelf that has such a comprehensive breakdown of model specifications.
It was a labour of love by author Mike Estall when he wrote the book
originally, and, in some cases with first editions selling over £500.00, it gives
you some idea how the book is viewed by those with an interest in the
humble ‘Cub’. So the really good news for those people who may have
missed it the first time round, it is now back in print after a long absence as a
‘Classic Reprint’ from Veloce Publishing at a very reasonable £50.00.
As before, this quality hardback covers the full history of the popular
Triumph Tiger Cub motorcycle. Every aspect of these machines is detailed,
including 22 in-depth model profiles, delivery details, technical design
specifications, military, police and competition bikes, plus the full story
behind the model’s production run. Included is the international history of the
bike including delivery details of 113,000 individual machines to 153
countries, colour schemes and much more.
Despite being an in-depth look at the bike, the story of its development etc., it
is actually very readable and can be dipped in and out of to glean information
on the ideas of those running and leading the British motorcycle industry at
the time. But, it really is a must have for all Triumph Tiger Cub owners and
enthusiasts as the ultimate work on the model.
ISBN: 978-1-787111-27-1
Available from all good bookshops or direct from the publishers Veloce
Publishing on www.veloce.co.uk
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Product Test – ChainMate

Ian Kerr MBE

I can always remember my mum going to the Ideal Home exhibition each year
and coming back with the latest gadget to make her domestic life easier. In
reality it never did and after several uses it was consigned to the back of a
cupboard with others of its ilk as they generally were more labour intensive
and made the task more complex and time consuming than it needed to be.
So I have shied away from ‘new inventions’ that is until now. My faith in new
tools has been restored by a guy called Gary Venning who has come up with
something that actually works at reasonable cost and makes cleaning and
oiling motorcycle chains quick and easy and more importantly, a clean task.
Now while the modern chain thankfully no longer needs to be removed,
cleaned and boiled in a can of grease to give it some longevity, it still needs
maintenance. Modern day spray cans make the tasks a lot easier than before,
but they do not eliminate the mess that ends up on the rear of the bike and in
particular the rear wheel.
It was this that prompted Gary to invent a method of applying the spray
directly onto the chain without it going elsewhere and making an unsightly
mess guaranteed to attract more dirt and grime. Even the best chain lube on
the market ‘Yamalube’ (made by Yamaha), which actually stays on the chain
and does not drip off, can go elsewhere if your hand slips while applying it!
ChainMate is a delightfully simple way of
ensuring that does not happen by directing the
lube, or cleaning spray, where it needs to be, and
that is evenly spread across the whole width and
length of the chain.
The heart of the matter is made out of green
engineering plastic that clamps around the chain
on the lower run, (or upper run if there is no
obstruction by a chain-guard) which takes
literally seconds. It then directs the spray onto all
of the exposed areas of the chain by small
internal drillings as it is rotated through it,
supplied by the spray can which is connected to
it by plastic tubing.
The ChainMate can either be held by its handle, or you can use the additional
can holder, to make it easier to operate with one hand while the other spins the
rear wheel. (Obviously those bikes with only a side-stand will either need a
‘wheel roller’ or a race stand to allow this to happen.)
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If you have a bike with a centre or rear stand, then there is a separate base with
an upright rod available that allows you to position the holder at the right
height and support it to make life even easier!
For a lot of my older machines I have been using the straight ChainMate
which has been designed for motorcycles with easy access to the chain either
on lower or upper runs. The design allows the front section of the ChainMate
to be changed for a different size to fit the main three chain sizes – 520, 525,
or 530. So you just use the main body with the appropriate front depending on
the chain size, very useful when needing to work on a variety of bikes!
On my more modern machines I have been using the curved version that is
fitted around the chain while it is going around the rear sprocket, but again
manufactured in the same material and working on the same principle. Once
again the clever thing here is that there are just four sizes of ChainMate
needed to cope with the various radii of rear sprockets and a set of shims that
go in-between the plastic clamps that mean virtually every bike with a rear
chain on the market is catered for.
I have been using both the two types on various machines and found it does
exactly what it claims to do without getting lube everywhere else. Eventually despite the obvious time saving and cleanliness - it will also save money as
well as the only lube used will be on the chain.
Once you have used it a few times the time taken gets less and less and thanks
to the cleanliness aspect, less of chore and therefore you are likely to use it
regularly which will prolong the life of the chain, thus more financial saving!
The ChainMate website is a chain anoraks dream with information, sizes and
all the variants and describes things far better than I can do in a brief review.
What I can say is it works brilliantly, it is not that expensive and it is well
made, British and worth every penny.
Nobody likes chain maintenance, but this really does make it quick easy and
keeps the bike clean and tidy and actually works effectively.
So it is an absolute must for those who take pride in their bikes appearance
and safety and I can see many dealers buying a complete set for their
workshops just like I have done. Certainly no hiding in the back of a cupboard
with this device - it is in use constantly!
It is currently only available from ChainMate who can be found at
www.chainmate.co.uk, or Chainmate c/o 16 Mayfield Ridge

Basingstoke RG22 4RS Tel. 01256-323064
Price ranges from £23 - £35 depending on size etc.

